The official national pageant host hotel, the Hyatt Regency – Orange County has informed us they are basically sold out of rooms at the “National American Miss” group rate. Please note that, as the event draws closer, families tend to amend their reservations and rooms become available in our block again. If you want a room in the Hyatt, or any of these hotels, please keep trying to call the hotel back.

Good news: At this time, three other area quality hotels have availability. Of course, Rates are subject to availability of rooms and room type. The strategy for getting the hotel you most want is to keep contacting the hotel(s) to check on availability. For all of the hotels, be sure to ask for the “National American Miss” discount rate. If you have already booked a room, call them to verify your reservation, and also verify that you are logged in under the “National American Miss” group block.

GOOD NEWS!
We have negotiated special group rates at three fabulous hotels located in very close proximity to the Hyatt. These are nice properties that provide you with a variety of choices for your stay. They have all successfully served as overflow properties for the national pageant for the last five years. To find out about room types offered and specific amenities, please call the hotel directly. They will be able to answer all of your questions.

Residence Inn by Marriott – Anaheim/Garden Grove
To reserve a room at the Residence Inn, just call (714) 591-4107 (direct to the hotel - for personal service, you can ask for Vanessa Sah), or call (800) 331-3131 (for nationwide reservations). Be sure to tell the reservation representative that you want the “National American Miss” group rate. There are a variety of room types in the group discount block. The hotel is located adjacent to the Hyatt.

Embassy Suites – Anaheim/Garden Grove
To reserve a room at the Embassy Suites – Anaheim South, in Garden Grove, just call (714) 539-3300 (directly to the hotel) or (800) 362-2779 (for nationwide reservations). Be sure to tell the reservation representative that you want the “National American Miss” group rate. There are a variety of room types in the group discount block. The hotel is located adjacent to the Hyatt.

Hilton Garden Inn – Anaheim/Garden Grove
To reserve a room at the Hilton Garden Inn – Anaheim/Garden Grove, just call (714) 703-9100 (directly to the hotel), or (800) HILTONS (for nationwide reservations). Be sure to tell the reservation representative that you want the “National American Miss” group rate.

Host hotel: Hyatt Regency Orange County
The Hyatt Regency Orange County is basically sold out of rooms at the “National American Miss” group rate; If you want a room at the Hyatt, which is the official pageant host hotel, keep calling the hotel back. As the event gets closer, more rooms always have come back into the block. For information, call (800) 233-1234. The direct hotel phone number is (714) 750-1234.

Check your schedule and your travel plans to be sure you have the correct dates booked for your hotel. Also, be sure you do not have multiple reservations of which you may not use.

If you are holding a room that you do not actually intend to keep and use, then please call the hotel now to release your extra room back into the group block so that others may book it. Thank you!